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The Waste of Lebanon in Copenhagen ... Things Talk
by Bassam Kantar
Translated by Omar Mechleb, CCPA, Lebanon
Denmark is seeking to interactively link activities with the global Conference on Climate
Change, held in Copenhagen early next month. The European country has successfully
launched several climate change projects and one of them is «Things Talk» which allows the
voice of children to be heard, as well as their concerns for and dreams of a future impacted
by the effects of climate change on the world and places they live.

The program Things Talk is for children between 10 and 12 years who will gather waste from
their homes and neighbourhoods and make trash art. Seminars and sessions set up by
schools will be conducted to teach the kids what to do. The project aims to use art and
imagination to find new ideas for the climate change issues. The students will ask questions
related to the past, present, and future of the material used, such as what was the purpose
of the material? Why was it thrown away? What does the material represent in the trash art?
What will happen with it in the future?

The teachers will assess the link between the trash art and the current status of
environmental problems and global climate change. Kids will document their thoughts by
sharing the pictures with children from other countries, through the website of the program
www.thingstalk.net.The website shows the participants in Copenhagen a range of models
created by the children and made from waste. Also an exhibition of trash arts will be
implemented in «a climate camp for children» that will be held in the cities of «Ballerup» and
«Rudovr» between 2 and 6 December. Models from waste, which were made by the
children, will be the voice of the children in the corridors of the conference.

The program arrived to Lebanon via the Danish organization CCPA that is working in
Lebanon to train poor children the game of football. The director of the program Rabab
Ramadan announced for «news» that the organization completed the training of 120
teachers from various Lebanese regions and Lebanese schools on the way of making trash
arts, and it is expected to have hundreds of artworks uploaded on the web. Ramadan hopes
that Lebanon will be one of the winners of this project, and that Lebanon artworks will be
present in the exhibition which will be held in Denmark, noted that the organization will
choose the winner of the first, second and third place in Lebanese by a specialized jury.

According to Ramadan, the program is easy and available to all, and the same basic
educational materials that are being used in all other countries participating the program are
made available in Lebanon. She noted that participation in the program of «Things Talk» is
free of charge and everybody can access to the educational materials through the website,
and upload pictures of the models made from waste by children on the first page of the site.
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Also the materials which will be used in the creation of the trash art are easy to get hold of in
the surroundings of the kids and do not require additional inputs.

Khalil Shihab-school’ students of the Islamic Al Makased institution, were noted upon due to
the art work they have made which is a giant snowman «Frosti» made from waste. The
students wrote a comment on this work, saying: «Frosti is sad these days because his
colleagues on the mountains melt down due to climate change, we promise to maintain the
water and energy and use less paper, and write on both sides of the paper. “Frosti, do not
cry because we are ready to save you!”.

The general director, Mazen Ramadan, thinks «Things Talk» project is a way to connect
children through artistic and creative approach, and gathered around the serious challenges
posed by the large climate change on the world. He points out that the program has three
basic concepts: The Idea of Art, the Idea of Democracy and the Green Idea. Consideration
must be given to the three concepts which are closely linked to each other.

Ramadan thinks that doing a creative work from scrap can awaken a sense of curiosity
among the students on many of the questions relating to climate. For example, how the
things we are using today have an impact on the climate. Also how they have been
manufactured, what will happen to them when they will be thrown away? And what are the
benefits to the environment and climate in re-manufacturing them? What can we do in our
schools, at home, with our families to reduce our impact on the climate?

The representative of the Danish organization in Lebanon, Andres, who attended the
graduation ceremony of the teachers at Sin El Fil Cultural Centre two weeks ago, announced
that the work of the Danish artist Henry Heerup symbolized the starting point and inspiration
for the «Things Talk» project. He told that Heerup was of the belief that if we throw away
something, we will be stealing its history, but by using art we are giving the waste a new
identity, and a new life.
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